
 
 

 

Firmware for DJM-900NXS2 – CHANGE HISTORY 

 
ver. 2.07 (26 March, 2020 Update) 

[IMPROVED] 

✓ More functions are now supported by TC Supply ShowKontrol. 

 

ver. 2.06 (14 January, 2020 Update) 

[FIXED] 

✓ When used with DJM-REC, sometimes recording or live streaming 

stopped. 

 
ver. 2.05 (19 December, 2017 Update) 

[FIXED] 

✓ Incorrect audio input/output signal was sent when connecting to 

an iOS device. 

✓ When connecting to an iOS device, connections with the iOS 

device and the effect channel selector switch did not work. 

 
ver. 2.03 (12 October, 2017 Update) 

[NEW] 

✓ Support for TC Supply ShowKontrol software. 

 
ver. 2.02 (8 August, 2017 Update) 

[IMPROVED] 

✓ Cut lag length improved for a more responsive scratch 

performance. 

 
[FIXED] 

✓ Popping noise occurred via USB audio (FX SEND/RETURN) 

when switching FX assign on rekordbox with BEAT FX enabled. 

✓ Fixed other minor issues. 

 

 
ver. 2.01 (14 February, 2017 Update) 

[FIXED] 

✓ More precise cut lag value on both edges of the crossfader. 

✓ PRO DJ LINK: The CDJ display froze when connecting to another 

computer while controlling DJ software from the CDJ using HID 

control. 



✓ Small popping noise occurred when turning the EQ/ISO knob 

when ISOLATOR was selected for EQ CURVE. 

 
ver. 2.00 (25 October, 2016 Update) 



[IMPROVED] 

✓ Sound quality enhanced by improving internal digital signal 
dithering process (DSP). AUTO, TAP and BEAT found on the main 
display visually improved. 

 
[FIXED] 

✓ Incorrect audio output when changing Beat FX or FX channels. 

✓ Channel level indicator was lit when launching. 

✓ Switching noise occurred when changing USB Output Level. 

 

 
ver. 1.20 (2 August, 2016 Update) 

[NEW] 

✓ KUVO real-time information distribution is available when tracks 

are played on rekordbox dj (Ver.4.2.1.). 

 
[FIXED] 

✓ Clicking noise occurred when using FILTER of SOUND COLOR 

FX. 

✓ Pop noise occurred when launched from DIGITAL MASTER OUT. 

✓ Improved stability and fixed minor issues. 

 
[IMPROVED] 

✓ Response of SOUND COLOR FX buttons and faders. 

 

 
ver. 1.10 (23 May, 2016 Update) 

[FIXED] 

✓ SOUND COLOR FX worked incorrectly. 

✓ Input volume decreased when FLANGER was selected using 

LEVEL/DEPTH knob. 

✓ PRO DJ LINK worked incorrectly. 

 
[IMPROVED] 

✓ SOUND COLOR FX curve for HPF. 

 

 
ver. 1.09 (10 February, 2016 Update) 

[FIXED] 

✓ Audio dropouts occurred in certain conditions when DIGITAL was 

selected from the INPUT selector knob. 

 
ver. 1.07 (28 January, 2016 Update) 



[FIXED] 

✓ Dependent on hardware, certain PRO DJ LINK features worked 

incorrectly due to network issues. 

✓ NOISE and SWEEP of SOUND COLOR FX applied before BEAT 

FX, not after BEAT FX (same as DJM-900NXS). 

✓ Noise may occur when turning the COLOR knob for DUB ECHO 

in SOUND COLOR FX. 

✓ GAIN of USB SND/RTN. 

✓ Switching noise occurred when sampling rate of Digital Out 

changed. 

✓ MIDI code bug. 

✓ USB SND/RTN hung up when buffer size of iOS application was 

switched at a high speed. 

✓ Other minor issues. 

 
[IMPROVED] 

✓ SOUND COLOR FX 

- NOISE: VOLUME when PARAMETER is MAX. 

- DUB ECHO: Echo sound remains (not attenuated) when 

PARAMETER is MAX (regardless of knob position of the 

assigned deck). 

- FILTER: Resonance decreased when PARAMETER 
for [LPF/HPF] is MIN. 

Effect changes more smoothly at the beginning 

of turning the knob for HPF. 

✓ Acceleration of the TIME knob. 



 


